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Post silicon validation, also known as post-silicon verification, is a crucial
phase in the chip design process that ensures the functionality and
reliability of the fabricated silicon chip. It involves a series of rigorous tests
and debugging procedures conducted to verify whether the chip meets the
specifications and design intent. This guide will provide a comprehensive
overview of post silicon validation and debug, covering the process,
challenges, and best practices involved.

Post Silicon Validation Process

Post silicon validation typically begins after the silicon chip has been
manufactured and packaged. The validation process involves a systematic
approach to testing the chip's functionality across a wide range of operating
conditions and scenarios. It typically includes the following steps:
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1. Power-on and basic functionality tests: These tests verify that the
chip powers up correctly and performs basic operations as expected.

2. Functional tests: These tests evaluate the chip's functionality against
the design specifications. They involve stimulating the chip with test
vectors and analyzing the resulting outputs.

3. Performance tests: These tests measure the chip's performance
characteristics, such as speed, power consumption, and timing
margins.

4. Reliability tests: These tests assess the chip's ability to withstand
environmental stresses, such as temperature variations, voltage
fluctuations, and radiation exposure.

Throughout the validation process, engineers utilize a combination of
automated testing tools, simulation environments, and physical test setups
to evaluate the chip's behavior and identify any discrepancies or failures.

Challenges in Post Silicon Validation

Post silicon validation presents several challenges that require careful
planning and execution:

Limited physical access: Unlike pre-silicon verification, engineers
have limited physical access to the fabricated chip during post silicon
validation. This can make debugging and isolating issues more
challenging.

Complexity of the chip: Modern chips are extremely complex with
billions of transistors. Validating such complex designs requires
extensive test coverage and sophisticated methodologies.



Time constraints: Post silicon validation is often conducted under
tight timelines, as manufacturers стремятся bring the chip to market
quickly. Balancing thorough testing with time-to-market pressures can
be a challenge.

Best Practices for Post Silicon Validation

To mitigate the challenges and ensure effective post silicon validation,
engineers should adhere to the following best practices:

Thorough test planning: Develop a comprehensive test plan that
defines the test cases, metrics, and expected outcomes for each
validation stage.

Leverage automated testing tools: Utilize automated testing tools to
streamline the execution of repetitive and time-consuming test cases.

Use advanced debugging techniques: Employ advanced techniques
such as scan chains, boundary scan, and chip-aware debugging to
identify and isolate failures.

Collaboration between teams: Foster collaboration between design,
verification, and manufacturing teams to facilitate troubleshooting and
issue resolution.

Continuous improvement: Establish a continuous improvement
process to refine validation methodologies and address emerging
challenges.

Role of Prabhat Mishra in Post Silicon Validation

Prabhat Mishra is a renowned expert in the field of post silicon validation
and debug. He has spent over two decades in the semiconductor industry,



contributing to the development and implementation of innovative validation
methodologies. Prabhat is widely recognized for his expertise in chip-aware
debugging techniques, scan-based testing, and post silicon failure analysis.

Prabhat's contributions to post silicon validation have significantly improved
the efficiency and effectiveness of the validation process. He has authored
numerous technical papers, presented at industry conferences, and holds
several patents in the field. Prabhat's deep understanding and practical
experience make him a valuable resource for engineers involved in post
silicon validation.

Post silicon validation is a critical phase in the chip design cycle, ensuring
the proper functionality and reliability of the fabricated silicon chip. By
understanding the process, challenges, and best practices involved in post
silicon validation, engineers can effectively verify the chip's performance
and ensure its success in the market. Prabhat Mishra's expertise in this
field has greatly contributed to the advancement of validation
methodologies and the delivery of high-quality chips.
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